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DISPERSALS ● CANADIAN CORNER 
August 2010 

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE 

The summer of 2010 in Southern Ontario has been beastly hot thus far, with humidex readings of 
42C becoming quite commonplace; happily, I’m able to escape into the comforting arms of air 
conditioning...quite unlike those young airmen during the summer of 1944. 

23 July 44: (from 98 and 180 Squadron ORBs) 

Fifteen aircraft of 98 Squadron were briefed to attack a railway yard at Glos/Monfort in France.  
The squadron and first box were led by W/C Paul, 2nd box by S/L Paynter, 3rd box by F/L Brown.  
Target was bombed by G.H. at 16.52 hours from 10,000 feet over 10/10 cloud, with 500lb 
bombs.  Aircraft ‘S’ (s/n FV985) exploded in mid-air due to premature detonation of its bomb 
load.  S/L Paynter, P/O Dodd, F/O Riley, P/O McGregor were killed.  Aircraft ‘R’ of F/L 
Weekes of the same box was hit by debris from FV985, set afire and was last seen diving into 
cloud.  Lost were F/L Weekes, P/O Mills, Sgt Taylor, and Sgt Thomas.  Aircraft ‘G’ of F/O 
Berry was damaged by the explosion and forced to land in Normandy in the American sector; 
F/S Ewers, F/O Morin, Sgt Berwick were wounded, the last lost one hand.  Aircraft ‘H’ of F/O 
Harris was also damaged by debris and crash landed at Tangmere.  In that crew F/S Harnden 
was badly wounded in the leg. 

In the early hours of that same day a six-plane box of 180 Squadron was detailed to harass 
enemy troop movements and positions in advance of the 1st and 2nd Armies in Normandy by 
dropping single bombs on various locations.  Enemy fighters were reported in the area and 
Mitchell FV118 did not return.  Killed were F/S F.O. Worrall, Sgt S. Numvick, Sgt L.E. Elliman 
and Sgt C.S. Smith. 

We will never forget how much those young men gave up for us. 
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MEMBERSHIP UPDATE 

Ken Porter • Observer • 180 Squadron 

Ken and Madeline Porter have relocated to a new retirement residence 
in Mississauga’s city centre.  Their new digs are close to more shops, 
restaurants and entertainment venues than anyone could wish for.  Ken 
reports that their new residence includes a very nice lunch and dinner 
served daily in the communal dining room. 

Their new address is: 

380 Princess Royal Drive (Ste 423) 
Mississauga, Ontario   L5B 4M9 

 
...Just ‘down the street’ from Gloria and me. 
 
 

‘C’ FLIGHT RECOLLECTIONS 
Stew Weaver (Pilot – 180/226) 

 
Editor’s note: In 1995 Peter Jenner was doing extensive research on 226 Squadron and the 
aerodrome at Hartford Bridge Flats.  He sent letters to a number of former Commonwealth 226 
Sqn personnel, one being Stew Weaver (P-180/226), for information on the mysterious (until 
then) ‘C’ Flight. 
 
Stew responded with interesting detail that was included in Peter’s unpublished book ‘Hartford 
Bridge 1942 -1944 • Themes to D-Day’. 
 
Stew died in March of 2002; his wife Lillian sold their home and moved from Indian Head, 
Saskatchewan to Nanaimo, British Columbia in 2005.  During the packing up of years of 
accumulations, Lillian’s kids Carla and Bob uncovered Stew’s correspondence with Peter; 
Lillian sent it through Susan MacKenzie to share with our members.  Stew’s letter follows: 

 
 
Dear Mr. Jenner: 
 
I appreciate receiving your letter about Blackbushe Airport, or as we knew it, Hartford Bridge.  I 
have many fond memories of my stay there as well as a few shaky ones. 
 

Ken Porter at #10 AOS
Chatham, New Brunswick
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When ‘C’ flight, or ‘Special Signals’ flight as we called it, was formed in April 1944 I was 
posted there along with my crew from 180 Squadron at Dunsfold.  There were four crews that 
were involved from its inception until it was disbanded in October 1944.  The pilots were F/O 
Nichols, RAF; P/O Moore, RAF; F/Sgt Scott-White, RAF; and myself W/O Weaver, RCAF. 
 

 
Our job was considered top secret and we were not allowed to say anything about what we were 
doing.  We were working with eight people from the French Resistance who had managed to get 
out of France. 
 
Our Mitchells were equipped with special radio sets code named ‘Ginger’.  Some of these sets 
were dropped in France to resistance groups there.  We were told that the signal transmitted 
vertically in a cone shape from the ground up.  We flew over at night at 20,000 ft and could get 
reception from them for several minutes.  We usually flew a three-leg trip and tried for three 
contacts.  One of the French Boffins [technical personnel] always flew with us and operated the 
radio.  He would start calling as soon as we got close to our first position.  The man on the 
ground was always ‘Robert’ and the one in the aircraft was ‘Marius’.  He would call “Allo 
Robert, allo Robert, ici Marius qui t’apelle”.  He called until he got an answer, then switched off 
his intercom so we couldn’t hear the conversation, not that it would have mattered as none of us 
spoke French.  I presume he was gathering information regarding troop movements, etc.  As 
soon as we got back to base our Boffin got on the phone to London and reported his information. 
 
When an operation was laid on each night it was necessary to alert the contacts in France.  At the 
end of the nine o’clock BBC news the announcer would say “The canary will sing tonight”; if we 
were not going out he would say “The canary will not sing tonight.”  Usually only one aircraft 
went out each night, sometimes two, and each crew took their turn. 
 
My crew consisted of my navigator Jack Smith, a Scot from Invermere; my wireless operator 
George Oltean and gunner Stan Doherty, both Canadians.  Sid Moore’s crew were Knowles, 
Henshaw and Brumfit.  Scott had Roberts and Prociw; I don’t remember the other. 
 

Microfilmed portion of 180 Squadron Operations Records Book documenting Stew, George and Jack going to 
#13 Operational Training Unit at Finmere, Buckinghamshire in preparation to join ‘C’ Flight in 226 Squadron. 
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The O.C. of the flight was Flt/Lt Bradbury and the Intelligence 
Officer F/O Hank Dyson.  I can’t recall many of the names of our 
ground crew but we had an excellent crew.  For some strange 
reason I remember them but not, unfortunately, by their names 
except for some M.T. drivers: Edna Dove, Jackie Bower, ‘Daff’, 
and Ken Dwyer. 
 
Our Boffins were Cowell, Doyen, Giacomini, Ojier, Bernheim, 
Falguire, Kessel, and Sgt Katzaras, an RAF interpreter.  I got these 
names from my logbook – my memory is not that good.  Later on 
after D-Day we worked Holland and had Dutch Boffins.  They 
were Van Gemert, Dollman, Beceher, Grunwald, and Bonvy. 
 
Most of our trips were fairly uneventful.  One night we went out 
in bad weather and had problems with icing.  Coming home a 
thunderstorm had built up behind us.  We couldn’t get around it 
and could not climb high enough to get over it.  I didn’t know if 
the down currents were going to take us right into the ground or if 
the wings would be torn off but we got through it OK.  On another trip when we worked Holland 
our starboard engine quit over the North Sea on the way back.  Our port engine performed well 
and we made it back to base OK. 
 
When 226 Squadron moved to Vitry-en-Artois in France our flight was disbanded and Sid 
Moore’s crew and mine resumed our formation daylight bombing.  Moore’s crew were all killed 
on a trip bombing a bridge over the Maas River at Roermond.  I saw them go down in flames. 
 
That’s a rough summary of our stay at Hartford Bridge.  There was another crew 
with us at the start for a short time.  An Australian pilot named Suttie and he had 
a gunner named George Kozoriz; I don’t recall the others [they were Jack 
Parker, RAF and Cecil Roy, RNZAF...ed].  After our ops were finished I 
received the French Croix de Guerre with Silver Star.  I believe Nichol’s crew 
also did.  I don’t know about any others. 
 
I’ll include a copy and also some pictures of copies of log book pages.  All we 
were allowed to put in our log books was “patrol as detailed” and the area.   
 
If I can be of any further assistance please let me know. 
 
Best regards, 
W.S. (Stew) Weaver. 

This RCAF photo of ‘Stew’ Weaver 
was published in the Saskatoon Star‐
Phoenix newspaper, celebrating him 
as “a former hardware clerk now 
dealing in heavy metalware, to the 
acute discomfort of Adolf Hitler.” 

Croix‐de‐guerre 
with Silver Star 
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Thanks very much for sharing that wonderful bit of history with us Lil. 
Thanks also to Peter Jenner for filling in the missing pieces in my copy of Stew’s letter...ed. 

 
 

OPERATION STARKEY 
David Poissant 

 
Operation Starkey of 09 Sep 43 is often referred to as ‘The invasion that never was’.  Bomber 
Harris called it “A piece of harmless play-acting” in his criticism watering down the operation 
during its planning stages; he was assisted in his efforts by General Ira C. Eager, Eighth Air 
Force Commander who did not want to divert USAAF aircraft from their strategic bombing 
offensive. 
 
Operation Starkey was conceived in the summer of 1943 as a part of a series of deceptions 
(Operation Cockade) to alleviate German pressures on Allied operations in Sicily and on the 
Russians on the eastern front by convincing the German High Command that an invasion into the 
Pas-de-Calais was imminent.  It was additionally hoped that the Luftwaffe would be baited into 
massive air battles that would result in the Allies gaining air superiority in Western Europe. 
 
The original concept included the use of thousands of British and Canadian troops ready to go in 
assembly areas; battleships were to bombard German coastal batteries; 15,000 fighter sorties 
were planned with 3,000 medium and heavy bomber operations by day and night.  There would 
be multiple beach landings by army, commandos and Royal Marines.  Plans were progressively 
watered down thanks to a lack of resources and to high-level opposition (see Harris and Eager 
points above), including that of the Royal Navy.  Consequently, there would no longer be any 
assault by land forces. 
 
The Air Plan consisted of three main phases: 

1. The reinforcement of 11 Group and intensification of the air offensive in the Pas-
de-Calais. 

2. The intensive reconnaissance and bombing of enemy airfields, military and 
industrial targets in the Pas-de-Calais. 

3. (a) The night bombing of long range coastal guns 6/7 and 7/8 September followed 
by daylight bombing of same targets early on 8 September. 
(b) Attacks on enemy airfields and communications on 8 September by heavy, 
medium, and fighter-bombers. 
(c) Air umbrella over the naval ‘assault’ force and escort to bombers. 
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The earlier Sicilian invasion of July ’43 was plagued by anti-aircraft fire from Allied ships 
shooting at friendly aircraft; during the nights of 11 & 13 July, forty-four C-47s carrying British 
and American paratroops were shot down as they crossed over the Allied fleet.  That experience, 
and others like it, resulted in Starkey aircraft exhibiting the first use of aircraft recognition stripes 
that would go on to become ‘invasion stripes’ during the real invasion (Operation Overlord) the 
following summer. 

  
 
The Allies sent false information to the Germans using double agents, decoy signals, fake troop 
concentrations and increased reconnaissance and bombing operations into the areas of Boulogne, 
Brest and Norway; the last two areas being part of the umbrella ‘Operation Cockade’ that 
included feint invasions there. 
 
The preliminary phase (16-24 Aug) saw 680 USAAF and 156 RAF aircraft bombing airfields, 
transportation, and industrial targets.  During the next phase (25 Aug - 08 Sep) the bomber force 
grew to 1,754 and 640 respectively and additional targets included ammunition and fuel dumps 
around the Boulogne area.  In the ‘Culminating Phase’ of 8 & 9 Sep the bombers focussed their 
attention on gun emplacements; bombing them would surely heighten the enemy’s expectation of 
an invasion in Pas-de-Calais.  Part of the culmination would include the sailing of an 
‘amphibious force’ to lure the Luftwaffe. 
 
At daybreak 09 Sep a mini armada of 355 self-propelled Thames barges, cross-channel steamers 
and a handful of destroyers (to beat off any Luftwaffe attack) sailed into the English 
Channel...with no invading army.  The pretence was capped at 0900 hours when the mile-wide 
force received the coded message to make an about turn; and they sailed back to their British 
ports. 
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The Luftwaffe didn’t take the bait.  During all the activity it had remained virtually dormant; it 
had intercepted raids only on Beauvais and Paris areas.  It had been airborne during raids on Lille 

and St-Omer, but declined to 
intercept.  A precautionary 
move was the repositioning 
of fighters from Holland and 
Belgium, where they were in 
a position to intervene if 
required.  It seemed the 
Germans had not considered 
the operation a serious 
threat; nor did they wish to 
engage a force vastly 
superior in number. 
 
Valuable practice for the 
real invasion, just nine 
months away, had been 
undertaken and useful 
lessons learned.  Telephone 
and radio communications 
would have to be improved 
and changes in strategic and 
tactical reconnaissance 
procedures recommended.  
Bombing of airfields, 
marshalling yards and guns 
by ‘heavies’ was thought to 
have been effective; in fact 
the latter targets were little 
damaged and the attacks had 
cost the lives of nearly 500 
French civilians. 
 
Aircraft on low-level sorties 
09 Sep carried the new 
identification stripes which 

were proven successful and were reported as ‘excellent’ by the Naval Force commander. 
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The lessons learned in Operation Starkey would be soon demonstrated when the Allies stormed 
Fortress Europe the following June and brought about the beginning of the end for the ‘thousand-
year Reich’. 

Sources: 
‘Second World War Deception’ by Donald J. Bacon • ‘Operation Starkey’ by Michael Cumming 

• ‘2nd Tactical Air Force Volume Two’ by C. Shores & C. Thomas • ipmsgreatplains.org 
 
 

A B-25 BACK TO BELGIUM 
Yves Duwelz • Brussels Air Museum 

 
Saturday, 17 Apr 2010: our B-25 reached the 
Recreatief Vliegveld Grimbergen, becoming the 
rarest of aircraft (one that was in motion) due to 
the volcanic ash cloud over most of Europe. 
 
That day marked the end of a significant process 
for our project ‘A B-25 Back to Belgium’.  A 
week earlier our Mitchell, which had been in 
Belgium since 2005, moved from Lokeren to 
Melles near Tournai and was delivered to the Van 
Cutsem Windels Company. 
 
When she first arrived in Belgium in 2005, B-25 s/n 44-30925 was stored at the Vissenaeken 
Depot, thanks to the generous accommodation of the Royal Army Museum.  From there she 
moved, in 2007, to New ICC in Lokeren for chemical-based anti corrosion treatment.  They 
completed treatment of the wings, but found the fuselage too large for their processes. 
 
The search for a new partner was begun and, 
thanks to the enthusiastic and innovative approach 
of its management, the Van Cutsem Windels 
Company was selected.  Van Cutsem Windels 
was equipped to move the airframe, sandblast it 
and apply a protective primer.  In the first week, 
the rear fuselage, tail and wings were sandblasted 
in a process using seventeen tons of fine sand.  
During the winter the airframe was cleaned and 
one of the main undercarriage legs was 
disassembled. 
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On Saturday, 31 October 2009 volunteers of the 
Brussels Air Museum Restoration Society 
(BAMRS) and the Brussels Air Museum Fund 
(BAMF) travelled to Melles to work on the 
airframe. 
 
The rear fuselage, wings and central section were 
painted and, in March, 2010, the second 
undercarriage leg was dismantled and the front 
section was painted.  Our Mitchell was ready for 
the move to storage in Grimbergen pending further 
restoration; all that was needed was agreeable 

weather and strict adherence to environmental controls.  All conditions were met, and on 17 
April the transfer from Melles via truck was accomplished within a few hours. 
 
The processes performed thus far will save us years of restoration time over the Museum’s more 
ususal ‘by hand’ operations.  One of our project members is actively seeking spare parts in the 
USA to enable the next steps; and the support of specialized companies is already committed. 
 
‘A B-25 Back to Belgium’ is a project of the Brussels Air Museum Fund.  We still need a lot of 

additional support; any individual can help the 
project and participate in the remembrance of 
RAF, Dutch and Belgium crews that took part in 
the liberation of Europe. 
 
Our thanks go to the Van Cutsem Windels 
Company, New ICC, The Buyl Transport 
Company, www.copiepresse.be, Dirk, the local 
press (Sud-Presse), No Telé, the RTBF, the 
Recreatief Vliegveld Grimbergen, Florian, Frans, 
Paul, and all our anonymous friends for their most 
valuable assistance. 

 
For more information on the project go to: 

A B-25 Back to Belgium:  www.bamfbamrs.be/B25/B25-en.htm 
Brussels Air Museum Fund:  www.bamf.be 
Brussels Air Museum Restoration Society:  users.skynet.be/bamrs/bamrs.htm 
 



 

 

DISPERSALS • UK/EUROPE/AUSTRALIA 
 

ARCHIVIST’S REPORT 
Russell Legross 

 
What a difference a few months make, having experienced a very cold and miserable winter we are now having a 
good summer despite the odd few days of inclement weather. 
As Archivist I am now experiencing the winter syndrome very little to do and waiting for the summer to come. 
As I have had very little to research lately I thought I would take this opportunity to remind members of our Annual 
Reunion to be held on the weekend of the 1st to 3rd October 2010 in Bedford. 
Over the years our numbers of those attending have remained steady despite everyone getting older. 
 
I know that many of you would like to be there to catch up with old friends and comrades but find it 
due to age and failing health an arduous journey, so with this in mind the executive committee have 
discussed via email the suggestion that why not ask relatives to bring you to the Reunion weekend 
and attend the Dinner on the Saturday night. 
 
From the executives perspective this means we will then be able to put faces to names and from the members’ side 
it will be an opportunity to spend time with family and friends. 
I have already written to members informing them of the reunion which enclosed a booking form and I have already 
had a number of replies. 
If you now would wish to attend the reunion with members of your family then please complete and send me the 
booking form which is printed in this issue of Dispersals. 
I am sure that you will enjoy a good weekend if you attend, if you wish for further details please contact me via 
email at russ@legross.freeserve.co.uk or by telephone 0191 4569840. 
 
Please reserve                places for the 2010 MBA Reunion 
I/We require accommodation for               night(s) FRIDAY/SATURDAY 
ACCOMODATION REQUIRED            TWIN        DOUBLE         SINGLE 
Name(s)    …………………………………………………………………………….. 
Address    …………………………………………………………………………….. 
Tel            ………………………………………………………………………………. 
Special Requests     ………………………………………………………………….. 
Deposit £35.00 per person. Enclosed £ ……..   Payable to 2nd TAF MBA to Russ Legross  at the address below. 
Russ Legross, 15 Holland Park Drive, Jarrow, Tyne & Wear, NE32 4LL 
If you do decide to take this opportunity to join us at Bedford we look forward to seeing you there.  

 

TREASURER’S REPORT 

 Account balances - £1,017.27 

New Treasurer - It has now time for me to resign my much enjoyed post as Treasurer to the  

2nd TAF MBA.  

 I am moving back to Australia, May 2011, and cannot take this role with me. 
If you would like to know more about the position or have a nomination for the post, please contact me directly.  

 I would hate to leave October's meeting knowing that I cannot offer a replacement to the post. 
All positions are voted in at the AGM. 
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Marc de Bolster is Webmaster of the 47 Royal Marines Commando Association;   he came to be involved after 

hearing their story and writing a ‘Thank You’ message to them.    Extracts from that message give an idea of his 

feeling. 

“I, being born in Holland over twenty years after the war, can only imagine from what I read in books and from 

stories (yet to be told). You, as part of the generation that lived those days, know what it was like. Times were grim, 

the liberation was a time of joy.  In Holland, life had changed.  In the beginning there was fear, resentment, anger 

and hatred. This feeling changed during the war. Life became empty and hollow, meaningless.  People were being 

arrested for no reason, executed in public to set an example not to resist. Public places were being closed. No 

cinemas, theatres, swimming pools, or any other form of public entertainment. Not being allowed to move around 

freely, not allowed to go out on the streets after dark. Rations became smaller, it became a matter of staying alive in 

a situation where you did not know who to trust.  

Then there was hope. Hope you brought to the people, which started on 6 June 1944. Early September 1944 the 

Dutch borders were reached and town after town was liberated.  

Late October winter came. In the western parts of Holland food got scarce, people started to feel hunger. There was 

almost no heating, no electricity and no food. Bomber Command started to prepare for the liberation of Walcheren 

by bombing the dykes and flooding the island. November you participated in their liberation, they were saved. 

You made the ultimate sacrifice by taking a risk and offering your lives to save many others you did not even know.     

When we welcome you and say ‘Thank you’, we do not know how to express our true feeling to you. We want to 

embrace and honour you, and feel humble in your presence. We will always remember you. You are the pride of the 

free world, you are heroes!” 

 

That was originally to members of the 47 Commando, but now he wants to include 2nd T.A.F. 

 

It was looking up Walcheren after my Liberation Day flight that I came across 47 RMC and realised the link with 34 

Wing at Hartford Bridge.  Plus:-- 

 

‘And here I must admit a bad mistake on my part – I underestimated the difficulties of opening up the 
approaches to Antwerp so that we could get free use of the port.’ 
Montgomery’s memoirs, p297 

Antwerp was essentially needed as a supply port to the advance to Germany.  A strong German force on Walcheren 

Island closed the Scheldt.  In October, the 4th Canadian Armoured Division initiated Operation Suitcase from its 

positions, six miles north of Antwerp.  They courageously fought their way into [Belgian] Essen, with further support 

from the Typhoons and Spitfires of the 2nd Tactical Air Force.  Then, the division struck west towards Bergen-OP-
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